A case report of Pancoast tumor presenting as cervical radiculopathy
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Abstract
Pancoast tumor accounts for 3%-5% of all non-small cell lung carcinomas. This tumor has a distinct clinical presentation through local invasion and the resulting clinical entity called Pancoast syndrome. This syndrome includes severe shoulder pain, arm pain, and Horner’s syndrome and atrophy of forearm and hand muscles. The differential diagnosis of arm and shoulder pain is extensive. Thoracic outlet syndrome and cervical disk disease are commonly mistaken for the Pancoast syndrome in the early clinical course. Diagnosis of Pancoast tumor is often late, and misdiagnosis is a common problem that can affect the prognosis. Therefore, Pancoast tumor should always be considered in differential diagnosis of radicular pain of the upper extremity.

We report a case of 55-year-old man who was admitted with right side severe pain in the back of the neck, shoulder and arm with numbness and tingling sensation in the medial aspect of the forearm and 4th and 5th fingers. These symptoms had initiated from 17 months ago, and the patient was treated for cervical discopathy and frozen shoulder.
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Introduction
Pancoast tumor is a primary carcinoma occurring at the apex of the lungs, in the area of the superior sulcus [1]. These tumors account for 3% to 5% of all non-small cell lung carcinomas [2]. The symptoms of the tumors are related to their invasion of the near structures such as brachial plexus, intercostal nerves, sympatheticganglions, first and second ribs, and subclavian arteries and veins [3, 4]. Back pain of the shoulder is the most common symptoms of Pancoast tumors [5-8]. While cough, dyspnea, and hemoptysis are often associated with lung cancer, they are not common in Pancoast tumors [2, 6]. The other symptoms in these patients include arm pain, neck pain, hand atrophy, paraesthesia in 4th and 5th fingers and Horner’s syndrome [3-5, 9]. Because the symptoms are vague, they can be mistaken for a more frequent condition affecting the neck and shoulder, and thereby delayed diagnosis can happen [3]. Pancoast tumor is a treatable disease, but the survival depends on how quickly the proper diagnosis is established [1]. Delayed diagnosis of Pancoast tumor usually affects the treatment plan and patient prognosis [9].

We report a case of Pancoast tumor misdiagnosed as cervical discopathy and frozen shoulder for 17 months.
A 55-year-old man presented to the orthopedic clinic with a chief complaint of right side progressive back pain of the shoulder and the neck that spread to the medial arm and forearm. The pain started 17 months ago when the patient visited with a complaint of constant pain at the anterior wall of the right hemithorax for the first time. The patient did not have respiratory signs such as cough, dyspnea, and hemoptysis. In AP chest radiography [Figure1], mild pulmonary hyperinflation had been reported.

He reported right side progressive pain of shoulder and the back of the neck for one year after his first symptoms. He had methylprednisolone subacromial injection with a frozen shoulder misdiagnosis and used NSAIDs, other painkillers, and heralbs to control his pain. He was also treated for a cervical discopathy that was reported in MRI for several months [Figure 2].

Seventeen months after his first symptoms, he was admitted to our clinic with a chief complaint of severe and excruciating back pain of the right shoulder and limited ROM of the shoulder. Also he was experiencing numbness and tingling sensation in the right medial aspect of the forearm, and 4th and 5th fingers. In the previous chest X-rays, a doubtful homogenous opaque shadow near the second rib was seen retrogradely [Figure3]. However, now a prominent homogenous opaque shadow existed in the apical region [Figure 4], leading to increased suspicion of the apical tumor of the lung.

The bone scan showed bone lesions with osteoblastic reaction in the posterior part of the right 2th rib. CT scan revealed an irregular, homogenous mass of size 60*45*50mm with soft tissue density within the right apical region destructing the first and second ribs [Figure 5 and 6].

He had a 10 pack-year history of smoking for ten years. In the laboratory test, high levels of ALP (326), LDH (660), and positive 3+ CRP were reported.

The diagnosis of Pancoast tumor was certain and confirmed by CT guided FNA.
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The patient did not have any respiratory symptoms and Horner’s syndrome at the time of diagnosis. He just complained of asthenia and 6 kg weight loss in the last 6 months. A tissue diagnosis of the tumor via CT guided FNA showed bronchogenic adenocarcinoma, and the pain was decreased significantly after chemotherapy.

Discussion

In 1924, Henry Pancoast described the Pancoast syndrome for the first time [4]. Typically, one or more of the following symptoms characterizes the syndrome:

- Severe pain of ipsilateral shoulder that radiates to the neck, axilla, chest wall, and medial aspect of the arm and forearm, along with the distribution of the ulnar nerve.
- Horner's syndrome (miosis, ptosis, anhidrosis)
- Weakness and atrophy of the intrinsic muscles of the hand.
- Upper arm edema [3-4].

However, cough, dyspnea and hemoptysis signs, which are often associated with lung cancers, are not common in Pancoast tumors [5, 6].

In this case, the first symptom was anterior chest wall pain and the right side shoulder pain, followed by neck pain. However, there was a delay in the diagnosis of tumor, and the patient did not have any respiratory signs, Horner’s syndrome, hand muscles atrophy or upper limb edema. The initial symptoms are most frequently musculoskeletal and the pulmonary symptoms are rare resulting in delayed diagnosis in the majority of the Pancoast tumors [1].

Most of the patients are treated under a presumptive diagnosis of the cervical spondylitis, shoulder bursitis, cervical disc herniation, frozen shoulder, and rotator cuff tear [1, 3, 6, 8, 9].

In this case, he was treated for cervical discopathy and frozen shoulder.

However, earlier detection or the suspicion of the diagnosis may be made by radiographic investigation. It can be missed, especially when the small apical cap or apical pleural thickening is the only findings [1, 4, 10].

In this case, we could see a small homogenous shadow in the apical region of the lung in the primary chest radiograph that was previously missed [Figure 1].

Thoracic CT scan is the most valuable method for the detection of Pancoast cancer [5]. It can exactly show the position and invasion of the tumor [11, 12]. Tissue diagnosis of the mass is usually made through a percutaneous CT-guided fine needle biopsy, which is successful in more than 90% of cases, making it the diagnostic modality of first choice [4]. Pancoast tumors include 95% of non-small-cell-lung-carcinomas, most commonly squamous cell (52%), followed by adenocarcinomas (23%), and large cell carcinomas (20%). Only about 5% of Pancoast tumors are small-cell [2].

Conclusion

Symptoms of Pancoast tumors may be vague and mistaken for a more frequent condition affecting the neck and shoulder, leading to delayed diagnostis reported in some studies [6, 7, 9, 10].

Early diagnosis is crucial because the prognosis directly depends on the quick and
prompt treatment [10]. Physicians should maintain a high index of suspicion and consider Pancoast tumor in their differential diagnosis in the upper extremity pains.

In a patient who has a history of smoking with severe shoulder, neck and arm pain, which is unresponsive to treatment, the Pancoast tumor should be strongly considered.
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